Baker Hydro Skimmer

The Hydro-Skimmer by Waterco is designed to provide the
most efﬁcient skimming action in the industry.
• Plumbing connections accept both 1-1/2” and 2” pipe.
• Available for concrete, vinyl and ﬁberglass installations.
• Adjustable ﬂanges for proper ﬁtting in wood and ﬁberglass
installations of varying thickness.
• Inlet ﬁtting provides an easily accessible connection for a
vacuum type cleaner.
• Prevents leaves or debris from getting into the pump
which signiﬁcantly reduces maintenance.
• All connections are ABS.
• Allows for either bottom or side connection of suction line
to pump.
• All ports threaded internally for ease of pressure testing.
• Patented Hydro-Control plate available with all deluxe
models.
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Throat length can be increased in 51/2” increments
with the addition of throat extensions.

Depth of skimmer to deck surface can be increased in
1” increments with additional forming frames.

Deluxe models have the patented vacuum control
plate.

Extra port for multiple skimmer installation.

Suction ports are thereaded for ease of pressure
testing and will plumb to 1-1/2” of 2” piping.

Patented Weir allows for 300% to 500% more surface
skimming.

Hydro-Dynamic Weir

Hydro-Control Plate

The unique patented hydrodynamic
weir in the skimmer creates a
lifting action on the skimmer plate,
much like an airplane wing. This
uplift speeds up the surface flow
and eliminates ineffective deep
currents. The Hydro-Skimmer
skims a thinner layer of surface water at a higher velocity,
resulting in 300% to 500% more surface skimming and it
does it at flow rates as low as 10 gallons per minute.

The patented Hydro-Control
Plate is a feature of all Baker
Hydro Deluxe, Commercial
and
Hydro-Pak
skimmer
systems and is designed to
easily regulate the ratio of flow
between the main drain and
surface skimming to provide
a convenient connection point
for a vacuum cleaner hose.

Baker Hydro Skimmer
On conventional skimmers, water from the main drain does
not go through the skimmer basket. The Hydro-Skimmer is
designed to pass all water through the basket making it easy
to remove leaves and debris before going to the pump.
CONVENTIONAL
SKIMMER DESIGN

BAKER HYDRO
SKIMMER DESIGN

Floating Weir

Hydrodynamic Weir

Thicker, slower
flow of water and
more water from
below the surface.
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Skimmer Standard
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50W1051

Skimmer St’d-Deluxe (w/control plate)
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50W2010

Skimmer - Commercial (concrete)
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50W2011

Skimmer - Comm.-Deluxe (w/control plate)
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50W1005

Skimmer - Prefab
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50W1006

Skimmer - Prefab Deluxe (w/control plate)
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Model Description

Flow from the main
drain passed through
the strainer basket.

Flow from the main
drain does not pass
through the basket.
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Thinner, faster
flow of surface
water.

Model

In the interest of providing better quality and value we are constantly improving and updating our products. Consequently, pictures and information on our brochures may sometimes vary slightly from models available.

